We present optical fields formed by superposing nondiffracting parabolic beams with distinct longitudinal wavevector components, generating light profiles that display intensity fluxes following parabolic paths in the transverse plane. Their propagation dynamics vary depending on the physical mechanism originating interference, where the possibilities include constructive and destructive interference between traveling parabolic beams, interference between stationary parabolic modes, and combinations of these. The dark parabolic region exhibited by parabolic beams permits a straightforward superposition of intensity fluxes, allowing formation of a variety of profiles, which can exhibit circular, elliptic, and other symmetries.
INTRODUCTION
Nondiffracting beams are optical fields that propagate and preserve their transverse intensity profile [1] , a particularity that makes them attractive for applications in diverse areas ranging from optical trapping and micromanipulation to nonlinear optics [2, 3] . They are separable solutions of the Helmholtz equation in a cylindrical coordinate system and comprehend four families: plane waves in rectangular coordinates, Bessel beams in circular cylindrical coordinates [1, 4] , Mathieu beams in elliptic cylindrical coordinates [5] , and parabolic beams in parabolic cylindrical coordinates [6] . These optical fields have an infinite extension in space and thus are not physically realizable. However, experimental research has demonstrated that finite versions of nondiffracting beams remain propagation invariant inside a finite spatial region, proving their viability [7] [8] [9] [10] . Thus the results presented here can be experimentally corroborated by imposing a Gaussian apodization to the generated transverse profiles [3] , producing propagation-dependent intensity distributions that will display the discussed features inside a finite spatial region.
We present optical fields formed by superposing nondiffracting parabolic beams [6] with different longitudinal wave-vector components, producing auto-images of the initial transverse distribution along propagation as broadly explained by the Talbot effect [11] [12] [13] [14] . Rather than discussing the already well-researched longitudinal effects, we concentrate our efforts in this article on analyzing the produced optical profiles as the presented periodic light beams display well-marked intensity profiles in the transverse plane [15, 16] . The spatial period of these optical fields and the displacement rate of their intensity fluxes can be tuned by adjusting the longitudinal wave-vector components, offering a controllable diffraction pattern. The generated propagation dynamics can be classified into distinct classes as traveling parabolic waves can be combined to produce either constructive interference or destructive interference in the transverse plane, each one generating traveling waves with distinctive characteristics. Furthermore, interference between stationary parabolic modes produces a third class of dynamic profiles displaying oscillatory intensity fluxes. These three types of dynamic beams can be combined to construct optical fields exhibiting a variety of symmetries in the transverse plane, including circular and elliptic distributions. The presented light profiles are expected to open up new possibilities in diverse areas of optical engineering.
DESCRIPTION OF NONDIFFRACTING PARABOLIC BEAMS
We briefly review the theory of nondiffracting parabolic beams in order to establish notation and discuss some of its properties. Nondiffracting parabolic beams [6] are solutions to the Helmholtz equation separable in parabolic cylindrical coordinates defined by the transverse coordinate transformation x iy η iξ 2 ∕2 {η ∈ −∞; ∞ and ξ ∈ 0; ∞}. Like all nondiffracting beams, parabolic beams exhibit propagation-invariant intensity profiles and have propagation dependence exp−ik z z. The longitudinal (k z ) and transverse (k t ) wave-vector components are subject to the relation k 2 k 2 z k 2 t , where the wavenumber k is related to the optical field wavelength λ by the expression k 2π∕λ. For the sake of notation we employ the wave-vector inclination angle θ in order to express the wave-vector components as k z k cosθ and k t k sinθ.
The transverse profile of a nondiffracting parabolic beam can be completely described by the parabolic even and odd transverse stationary modes defined as [6] ϕ e r t ; k t ; a 1 π 2 p jΓ 1 j 2 P e σξ; aP e ση; −a;
where r t x; y, σ 2k t 1∕2 is an homogeneous scaling factor and P e and P o are the even and odd parabolic cylinder functions, respectively. The leading coefficients Γ 1 Γ1∕4 1∕2ia and Γ 3 Γ3∕4 1∕2ia correspond to complex argument evaluations of the gamma function and the parameter a is the solution's eigenvalue free to lie in the interval −∞; ∞. The parabolic transverse stationary modes exhibit welldefined parabolic nodal lines and are symmetrical/ antisymmetrical (according to their parity) with respect to the x axis. Additionally, the fundamental modes a 0 are symmetrical with respect to the y axis [ Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) ]. For non-null a values the transverse profiles display a dark parabolic region that grows as jaj increases [Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)]. Taking negative a values reflects the transverse stationary modes over the y axis, as indicated by the identity ϕ e;o x; y; ; k t ; −a ϕ e;o −x; y; ; k t ; a. Even and odd stationary parabolic beams (ESPBs and OSPBs) are nondiffracting beams constructed from these transverse stationary modes, U e;o r; k; θ; a exp−ik cosθzϕ e;o r t ; k sinθ; a;
where r x; y; z and the presented fields correspond to stationary waves in the transverse plane. Traveling wave solutions can be constructed from the presented stationary waves via the superposition U r; k; θ; a U e r; k; θ; a iU o r; k; θ; a;
where the produced optical fields are known as traveling parabolic beams (TPBs) [6] . Their intensity profiles consist of a series of parabolic arcs extending over constant ξ curves for a > 0 [ Fig. 1(g) ]. The traveling wave feature can be observed in the gradient of the phase profile, where the positive/negative sign in Eq. (4) . These intensity oscillations tend to disappear as jaj increases and can be considered nonexistent for jaj ≥ 2.
Even though TPBs represent traveling waves, they are nondiffracting beams and, thus, all energy transportation in the transverse plane is observed only on the phase profile.
DYNAMIC PARABOLIC BEAMS
Two nondiffracting beams superpose to generate propagationdependent intensity profiles if they have different longitudinal wave-vector components. Since both wavenumbers must be equal to achieve temporal coherence, it is required to employ two different wave-vector inclination angles, θ 1 and θ 2 , to produce time-independent intensity profiles. Therefore, we construct dynamic versions of parabolic beams by superposing two TPBs U r; k; θ 1 ; a and U r; k; θ 2 ; a, creating selfimaging beams that reproduce after a spatial period S λ∕j cosθ 1 − cosθ 2 j [11, 12] due to longitudinal effects widely explained by the Talbot effect [13, 14] . The constructed optical fields retain the parabolic transverse symmetries exhibited by nondiffracting parabolic beams but lose the propagation invariance feature. Thus, we refer to the generated profiles as dynamic parabolic beams (DPBs) for the rest of the article, where we explore the distinct types of dynamic profiles that can be constructed as well as the possibilities offered by combining them. The construction of DPBs involves the superposition of two TPBs that can either travel in the same direction to generate transverse profiles with smooth variations along parabolic coordinates or travel in opposite directions to induce sharper variations in the constructed profiles. For the sake of compactness we will refer to the former case as constructive interference DPBs since the superposed light profiles have energy flows following a common direction and interfere constructively near the origin. Following this convention, we refer to the second case as destructive interference DPBs. Nevertheless, both cases present regions of constructive and destructive interference which we discuss in the following paragraphs.
We begin our analysis by examining constructive interference DPBs, the result of superposing two TPBs that differ only by a scale factor at the plane z 0. Their intensity and phase profiles barely differ over the central region of the first parabolic arc and thus interfere constructively to form another parabolic arc [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Nevertheless, the phase difference between the TPBs accumulates away from the origin and induces an intensity decay in the DPB first parabolic arc until reaching a well-marked node. Contrary to the central region, the parabolic arc node is located in an area of destructive interference, which can be relocated farther away by making the difference between θ 1 and θ 2 smaller, inducing high spatial correspondence between the superposed TPBs over a bigger region of the transverse plane transforming itself into a parabola segment that diminishes its size smoothly along propagation. Reducing the difference between the wave-vector inclination angles also produces wider traveling parabolic arcs along propagation [Figs. 2(g) and 2(h)]. Moreover, the local maximum of the traveling parabolic arc moves on a parabola and suffers sharper transitions as θ 1 → θ 2 [ Fig. 2(i) ]. This phenomenon can be explained by considering the distant position of the intensity node. As z grows, the exp−ik z z phase difference between the superposed TPBs accumulates and reverses the interference regime in space; the central region of the transverse plane becomes a destructive interference zone and the far region surrounding the intensity node becomes a constructive interference zone, contributing to the rise of a second maximum inside the parabolic arc far away from the central region. These abrupt transitions are intensified by the quadratic distributions of the ξ and η coordinates in the x; y plane. Increasing the eigenvalue a produces smoother transitions as it moves the first parabolic arc to parabolas farther away from the origin located in regions of the transverse plane that, in general, present less spatial correspondence and have smaller constructive interference regions. As it can be appreciated, constructive interference DPBs generate intensity profiles with steep gradients as a result solely of wave interference and represent dynamic versions of TPBs.
Destructive interference DPBs are constructed by setting opposite traveling wave directions between superposing TPBs, producing for z 0 profiles with narrow intensity Fig. 2 . Constructive interference DPB (a) intensity and (b) phase profiles at z 0 for a 3, θ 1 0.50°, and θ 2 0.40°, followed by the (c) and (d) propagation evolution of the intensity profile (Media 1). The previous profile arrangement is repeated in the second row for (e)-(h) θ 2 0.47148°. The η coordinate for the local maximum of the traveling central parabolic arc is plotted against z in diverse scenarios for (i) fixed a and (j) fixed θ 2 . For all cases λ 632.8 nm. Phase values are wrapped from −π (black) to π (white). The corresponding intensity fluxes move slower when compared to the constructive interference DPB as the TPBs interfere destructively. The flow orientation is determined by the higher longitudinal wave-vector component or equivalently the lower wave-vector inclination angle, corresponding to the optical field with a faster phase evolution in propagation. The effect of setting close wave-vector inclination angles is not as sharp as in the constructive interference DPB since there is no abrupt transition phenomenon in this case and it generates only traveling intensity maxima with lower displacement rates [ Fig. 3(e) ]. Increasing the eigenvalue a generates transverse stationary modes with closer intensity maxima, and thus, the traveling intensity maxima displacement rate is reduced over a complete period [ Fig. 3(f) ].
Stationary parabolic waves can be used to produce a third class of DPBs by slightly modifying the definition of TPB. Superposing U e r; k; θ 1 ; a and U o r; k; θ 2 ; a induces interference between stationary parabolic beams and creates dynamic intensity profiles that strongly differ from the constructive and destructive interference DPBs. In the previously presented cases intensity flows in the transverse plane following a constant traveling wave direction. Superposing stationary parabolic beams produces intensity flows that alternate their direction in the transverse plane, generating an oscillatory intensity profile clearly illustrated for a 0. At the launching plane z 0 the central region accumulates intensity below the x axis and presents a low intensity zone for positive y values [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) ]. As z increases, intensity flows upward in the transverse plane until reaching the initial distribution reflected over the x axis at z S∕2 [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)], to further reverse the flow direction and return to the initial profile at z S (Media 3). Oscillations take place due to the simple structure exhibited by the stationary transverse modes, which alternately display local minima and maxima arranged along parabolas in the transverse plane. Initially, the phase gradient of their superposition points from local minima to local maxima as they are real-valued functions on the z 0 plane. Each stationary mode accumulates an homogeneous phase along propagation and over a complete period the relative phase between the two modes varies from 0 to 2π, inducing oscillations in the phase gradient local direction.
Oscillatory profiles can be constructed by superposing stationary beams of the same parity as well [Figs. 4(e)-4(h) ]. In this case the phase does not point along parabolas as the superposed transverse profiles are scaled versions of each other. Near the origin the spatial correspondence between local maxima and minima is high, causing them to either add or subtract along propagation as the exp−ik z z phase difference varies along propagation, generating both a bright and a dark central region for z 0 and z S∕2, respectively. Farther away from the origin, maxima and minima are alternatively arranged due to a lower spatial correspondence, inducing the already described oscillation phenomenon. This phenomenon takes place too for non-null values of a even though intensity oscillations can be clearly observed only over the first parabolic arcs [Figs. 4(i)-4(l) ].
COMBINATION OF DPBs
Three or more parabolic beams can be combined to produce dynamic profiles with more elaborate transverse profiles. The simplest compound DPB is a combination of a constructive and a destructive interference DPB achieved by superposing three nondiffracting parabolic beams, two of which must have the same wave-vector inclination angle θ 1 to prevent interference between them. Furthermore, they must have opposite traveling wave directions to induce both constructive and destructive interference DPBs when superposed with a third parabolic beam with wave-vector inclination angle θ 2 . The produced intensity fluxes can either have the same orientation (co-flowing DPBs) by letting θ 2 < θ 1 [ Figs S 7.50 cm. The latter optical field completes its periodic motion in half the distance the first two dynamic profiles do and thus is able to fill the dark regions by adding appropriate propagation delays.
The presented DPBs can be rotated in the transverse plane by an arbitrary angle since rotating nondiffracting beams with respect to the propagation axis preserves the propagation invariance feature, allowing to link intensity fluxes over nonoverlapping parabolic paths. Moreover, the dark parabolic region generated for a ≠ 0 permits combination of these fluxes without alteration, demonstrating a powerful approach to constructing DPBs exhibiting a variety of symmetries. For instance, two opposite counter-flowing DPBs demonstrate the simplest parabolic closed-circuit that can be constructed. By employing destructive interference DPBs a two sided parabolic conveyor belt is constructed [Figs. 6(a)-6(d), Media 4] . Manipulating the eigenvalue a adjusts the parabolic coordinates ξ and η where intensity flows, a mechanism that can control how smooth or sharp the transition is between both parabolic paths.
Combining three constructive interference DPBs with equally spaced rotation angles and appropriate relative dephasing generates a continuous intensity flow around a three-sided parabolic path approximating an equilateral triangle [Figs. 6(e)-6(h), Media 5] . Intensity circulating in the central path inherits the propagation dynamics exhibited by a single constructive interference DPB. Furthermore, manipulating both the individual a values and rotation angles for each DPB parameter results in the deformation of the closed-circuit trajectory and can produce approximations with parabolas to other contours, such as isosceles and scalene triangles. Extension to four DPBs generates quasi-rectangular paths, which can exhibit constructive interference, destructive interference, and oscillatory intensity flows. The latter has the advantage of quadruplicating the oscillating discrete maxima [Figs. 6(i)-6(l)].
In the general case, concatenation of n DPBs and manipulation of their individual eigenvalues and rotation angles will produce n parabolic paths for intensity flow, which can generate approximations to polygons and smooth contours. 
CONCLUSIONS
We presented throughout this article a variety of optical fields with dynamic profiles exhibiting both parabolic symmetries and intensity flows in the transverse plane. First, we analyzed the possibilities offered by superposing two nondiffracting parabolic beams with distinct spatial periods, generating three distinct classes of dynamic profiles: constructive interference of TPBs generates dynamic versions of TBPs displaying steep intensity gradients, destructive interference of TPBs produces dynamic versions of stationary parabolic beams with low displacement rates, and interference between stationary parabolic beams generates oscillatory profiles. Second, we demonstrated how these dynamic profiles can be combined to construct light profiles that exhibit more general transverse distributions that include closed paths, such as good approximations to polygons, circles, and ellipses. The presented light profiles constitute an effort to expanding the current state of the art for dynamic optical fields, and are expected to find usefulness in diverse areas of optical engineering.
